Coastal view

accommodation in those days. A low, hurricane-proof
cinder-block building housed guest rooms; its flat roof, a
cistern for collecting rainwater. Each room had windows
at either end to catch tropical breezes. Electricity hadn’t
found Anguilla yet, but Jerry had installed a generator
to power the hotel’s lights, appliances, and an overhead
fan or two. The generator would grind to a halt at 9 p.m.:
curfew for all, and reading was by flashlight.
Rainwater was precious. It would be boiled for drinking and delivered in pitchers to our rooms. We took short
showers—the temperature depending on how long the
sun had baked the water. The sea was mere feet away; we
dove in regularly, and never minded wearing a powdery
layer of salt on skin meanwhile.
Some mornings we’d pile into the Gumbs’s Jeep with a
basket of sandwiches made by Aunt Bet, Jerry’s sister and
Rendezvous’s cook. She also made limeade with limes
picked from the trees out back, where chickens scurried.
There was only one mile of paved road on the island, so it
was a bumpy, dusty ride to Shoal Bay East or Meads Bay
where we’d swim, then retreat to the “forest” of palms.
Anguilla taught us about nature and living simply. We
learned not to disturb the horseshoe crabs, or to step on
sea urchins with poison quills. We’d watch a lizard scurry
and lose its tail in combat with another lizard. We held a
bottle of milk for the orphaned baby lamb, Bibbips, and
prayed for Aunt Bet never to serve him for dinner. One
day, we stole into the main building’s bathroom to watch
By Janet Carlson through the window as she wrung a chicken’s neck. That
was big—learning that animals needed to be killed for us
nguilla appeared on the horizon as I watched from to eat them. We discovered sharks were to be feared, but
Uncle Ben’s wooden sailboat, making its lazy tack their teeth made great necklaces.
Some years later, electricity arrived, and stoplights; next
toward Blowing Point on a July day in 1962. My
three siblings, our mother, and I were wedged in came tourist attractions like discos. The airport’s dirt runway
among the indifferent goats and burlap sacks of rice for the was improved. After college, I returned to Rendezvous with
45-minute trip from St. Martin that to my young self seemed a girlfriend. In 1988, I brought my new beau for a vacation.
more like hours, with nothing to do but observe as the deep He proposed; the Gumbses broke out the Champagne, and
Caribbean Sea turned from blue-black to iridescent, trans- then again for our honeymoon stay in one of their new villas.
In the 1990s we arrived with our two toddler daughters.
parent turquoise in the shallows.
The sun was fiercer than any sun I’d known in my seven Sometimes my sister would come with her family. Sitting on
years, the light brighter. Stepping ashore, I felt the heat thick the patio watching our children chase lizards along the sandy
path, I felt a profound sense of rightness-with-the-world that
in my lungs. I couldn’t wait to get into that water.
At home in our village outside New York City, I’d been a the next generation was learning lessons we’d learned here.
Whether I’m on the island or not, I hold the images and
devotée of the tv show Adventures in Paradise, so this view
seemed familiar, except for the intensity of the colors—most sensations from my childhood idyll in my very bones. Not
households, including ours, didn’t yet have color television. long ago, a yoga instructor at a day spa in Connecticut invited
Practically nobody in the United States knew about this flat, me to envision a paradise where I feel relaxed and happy.
dry coral island. My mother learned of it when her father, a There is only one, and it is always the one. Such places are
Presbyterian minister, met Jeremiah Gumbs, an Anguillian, often called escapes. But for me, Anguilla is not an escape.
at a hurricane relief rally in New Jersey. The two men shook It’s my cradle, lulling me.
hands, and that changed the course of our childhood summers, which changed all our lives.
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Jerry and Lydia Gumbs and their children welcomed us at and author of Quick, Before the Music Stops: How Ballroom
their Rendezvous Bay Hotel, which was the only beachfront Dancing Saved My Life (Broadway).

Anguilla,Then
A beautiful childhood idyll
holds the lessons and joys of living
simply by the sea
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